
Luck Crash 
 
In the Month of Gnawing, 878, the SFC 48268 (Scout Factory Craft) was in pursuit of the aetheric trail of 
Trasmoch the Star-Eater, a void-traveling dragon, and was wrecked by turbulence. The captain, Fokvis 3, 
reported the crash and also reported the presence of draconian troops at the crash site. 
 
The Pact sent investigators rifting to the location, who determined that the site was surprisingly porous, 
with a number of stable gates in one dimensional cluster. They also discovered that a number of gates 
were controlled by the war criminal Calxaravis the Slaughter, a cyborg dragon wanted for conspicuous 
consumption of civilized settlements. 
 
A month later, the Pact is putting together an army to dig Calxaravis out and destroy him, but that is 
going to take time. Meanwhile, volunteers are gating from Pact territories to act as spoilers, weakening 
the dragon and his factions as much as possible preparatory to a frontal assault with a prepared force. 
 
The SFC 
The dish is like an arch at the north end of the settlement, which is along the ravine of the crash. The 
modular interior of the craft has been stripped out and reassembled as a prefab-looking hive dwelling 
with work pods for the grays that crashed here. Visiting grays are welcome, others find the conditions 
uncomfortable and are not encourage to overcome their discomfort. 

 Fokvis 3 (Gray 5) is in charge, careful in his speech to be as human-sounding as possible. 

 The SFC offers firearms fitted for humanoids and for grays, and they’ll buy anything technological, 
metal, or gem-like. 

 
The Salamandar Tent 
A bright red and yellow tent big enough for eight is pitched near the SFC, two big guards in black plate 
armor outside at all times. Inside, there’s a many-story mansion, home for the dimensional rover 
Madame Veskala, a Blooded adventurer. She’s not here to adventure, but to offer shelter to her people 
as needed, and also identify any discovered items, purchase esoterica and cultural artifacts or spells, and 
offer spellcasting and study for a price. 

 Madame Veskala (Daemonic 6), rules the tent with an iron fist. She has at least a dozen animated 
suits of armor that count as F: 5. She’s looking for an apprentice. 

 

Christopher Camp 

Vicar Teth is running a work camp of canvas tents and equipment, supervising the effort to shape the 

local stone to build a shrine to St. Christopher, patron saint of dragon slayers. 

 Vicar Teth (Cleric 5) will cast spells for those who are forwarding his cause in a tangible way, and he 

plans to build a shrine and consecrate it with the hearts-blood of the dragon. 

 

The Shelter 

Whole rooms dragged through the gate in the SFC and assembled to serve as a sleeping place, market, 

and restaurant for adventurers. 

 Samantha (Thief 4) is a retired adventurer who knows how to run a camp follower operation to keep 

the peace and get adventurers turned around and back at it as fast as possible. 

 

  



 

Month Name Concept Season Every month has 4 weeks of 7 days.  
 
1. Bel 
2. Ry 
3. Bas 
4. Peet 
5. Tus 
6. Tof 
7. Jon 

1 Bleak Space Winter 

2 Gnawing Starvation Winter 

3 Shift Turning Spring 

4 Seeds Life Spring 

5 Shade Vitality Spring 

6 Bloodfall War Summer 

7 Glow Light Summer 

8 Void The Aether Summer 

9   Summer 

10 Grind The Machine Autumn 

11   Autumn 

12   Autumn 

13 Luck Joan Winter 

 New Year’s Day Kristos-Kristus  

 


